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Abstract Text 
Anion exchange membrane fuel cells may enable future operation with non-precious metal-

based catalysts. These systems have a delicate sensitivity to operating conditions such as 

humidification levels and the presence of CO2 in the air oxidant stream. We present spatially 

resolved in-situ performance results that shed light on phenomena that are unique to anion 

exchange membrane fuel cells. For cell construction, a highly conductive perfluorinated anion 

exchange polymer was used as the membrane and the material in powder form as the ionomer. 

Experiments were conducted to investigate the effects of humidification, fuel/oxidant 

concentration, and carbonation effects on the performance and its distribution in the cell. The 

results indicated that (i) dry conditions at the cathode have a stronger effect than at the anode on 

overall cell performance, (ii) performance significantly suffered when humidification was below 

90%, (iii) fuel and oxidant dilution effects lead  mass-transport losses and were stronger than flow 

rate effects, (iv) CO2 in the cathode feed stream creates an equilibration disparity between the inlet 

and outlet sections and CO2 purging is affected by flooding conditions, and (v) after >500 h of 

operation, performance deteriorates predominantly at the inlet. 
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1. Introduction 
 

Ionic polymers used for low-temperature fuel cell applications have emerged as a promising 

material for energy and transportation applications over the past few decades [1, 2]. The ionic 

polymers are categorized as proton or anion exchange membranes (PEMs, AEMs) [3] . and PEM 

materials are currently used in commercially available fuel cell vehicles. The PEM fuel cell 

systems have to rely on expensive platinum-based catalysts, while the use of non-platinum cathode 

catalysts is feasible in AEM fuel cells (AEMFCs). This is due to operation at high pH which allows 

the OH- to act as a charge carrier [4]  . However, the AEMFC technology must overcome several 

challenges before it can compete with PEMFC technology, such as cell durability due to lower 

cationic stability and loss in performance due to carbon-dioxide reaction with the OH- ion [5, 6] .  

Automotive fuel cells require at least 5000 h of durability [4] ,  which is very challenging for 

AEMFCs. To date the highest AEM fuel cell durability was reported for a constant current density 

of 600 mA/cm2 over 2000 h [7] .  Two common loss mechanisms are known. On the one hand, the 

OH- ion is a strong nucleophile and attacks polar functionalities in the AEM. For example, 

reactions such as the Hoffman elimination directly remove the polymer’s functionality to conduct 

ions which leads to a drop in performance [3] .  This can be mitigated by tethering advanced cations 

to the polymer which results in better alkaline stability than conventional trimethyl ammonium 

cations under certain circumstances [8] .  On the other hand, CO2 from the ambient air, which has 

a concentration of about 400 ppm, creates a major challenge for long term operation. It reacts with 

the OH- anion to form HCO3- and CO32- anions, a process which results in the reduction of ionic 

conductivity [9] .  The CO2 reaction affects the membrane properties progressively and hence the 

fuel cell performance is eventually lost [10].   

Improved AEMs for fuel cells were first conceptualized and tested in early 2000s [4] .  Until 

2008, the AEM studies reported OH- conductivity below 40 mScm-1 at room conditions. Beyond 
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2008, researchers reported conductivity values <100 mScm-1 at elevated temperatures, but after 

2014, the conductivity values of 100 mScm-1 were achieved. Very recently, some groups have even 

reported conductivity values close to ~200 mScm-1 [11-13] .  The significant improvements in the 

ionic conductivity values over the years have resulted in higher peak power performances of up to 

3.4 Wcm-2 [14] .  AEMs have a much wider range of chemistries than PEMs and several 

approaches have been shown to be successful such as synthesis and processing of block co-

polymers, functionalizing perfluorinated ionomers, or optimizing radiation grafting of engineering 

plastics. It was realized that simply increasing IEC of the polymer does not lead to higher 

performance and not only leads to excessive dimensional swelling but also the cationic groups 

condense with each other and the conductivity plateaus [15] .  Various cross-linking strategies were 

employed to induce a phase segregation of ionic domains in the polymer. This enabled an 

optimized morphology at a higher IEC and also inhibited the dimensional swelling [13, 16] . 

Radiation grafted polymers begin with an unfunctionalized substrate like ethylene 

tetrafluroethylene (ETFE) exposed to e-beam radiation to graft ionic moieties such as vinyl benzyl 

chloride (VBC) onto the polymer in a controlled manner [17] ,  which has been optimized [18-

21] .    

The fabrication of MEAs with existing and novel AEM materials requires the successful 

integration of ionomers that are compatible with conventional ink-based electrodes [22].  Recently, 

Mustain and co-workers have demonstrated that using the ground powder form of an AEM 

material in the electrode can produce high performing membrane electrode assemblies (MEAs) 

[7] .  With the availability of high performing MEAs practical aspects of fuel cell operation can 

move into the focus to improve AEMFC performance and lifetime. It is for example informative 

to understand the spatial performance of the cell. Such studies can shed light on effects of water 
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management, ionomer carbonation, hydrogen and oxygen concentration, and degradation 

mechanisms.  

Researchers have used segmented fuel cells (SFC) since decades to study the spatial 

performance in PEMFCs. The diagnostic tool was introduced by Cleghorn et al. and Stumper et 

al., and further refined and customized over the years to address specific research questions [23-

27].   Researchers have gained valuable insights using SFC systems to understand the effect of 

humidification, electro-osmosis, back-diffusion, temperature, inlet pressure, clamping pressure, 

flow rate, flow-field design, flow configuration, and contaminant species on the spatial PEMFC 

performance [28].   

For the benefit of the reader a short review of the SFC research on PEMFC is given in the 

following paragraphs. Most of the SFC are capable to quantify the current distribution of the cell 

at various humidification levels. In PEMFC, at a lower inlet humidification, the cell is required to 

intrinsically hydrate using product water which leads to a performance gradient from this operating 

condition [29-32]. At a sufficiently high humidification the distribution becomes more uniform but 

may also lead to a higher presence of liquid water in the cell which may result in flooding and 

mass-transfer limitations near the end of the flow channel [25, 31, 33] .   Increases in the gas flow 

resistance due to flooding results in the reduction of cell performance downstream and also 

develops shortcut gas flows [34].  Strong performance gradients may further lead to local 

temperature increases [35] .  In PEMFCs, the SFC has been used to study the transition of water 

management dominance from electro-osmotic drag of water (anode to the cathode due to the 

transport of protons) to the back-diffusion of water (cathode to the anode driven by a concentration 

gradient) [36].  Dong et al. have reported that a higher humidification leads to improved cell 

performance and that sufficient anode humidification avoids local dry out and performance losses 
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[37] .  In contrast to PEMFC systems, the direction of electro-osmotic drag and back-diffusion is 

reversed in AEMFC: electro-osmotic drag occurs from the cathode to the anode with the transport 

of hydroxide ions and the back-diffusion of water from the anode to the cathode, driven by the 

resulting water gradient. Results of the spatial effects of these water management governing 

processes on the AEMFC system are presented in the results and discussion section of this work. 

 Flow-rates and gas composition effects have also been studied on PEMFC systems. The 

current density distribution in the SFC is more dependent on the oxygen utilization rather than the 

fuel and is non-uniform at low airflows due to the O2 starvation effect [31, 38, 39] . On the one 

hand, at low air flows, the current density declines in the downstream segments due to oxidant 

depletion and flooding of liquid water generated upstream in the channels [40-43]. On the other 

hand, higher airflow rates improve liquid water drainage and reduce MEA flooding [44],  but may 

also dry out the oxidant inlet [45].  Factors such as low pressure conditions, gasket material, 

clamping pressure affecting the flooding and gas flow resistance are studied using SFC [34, 44] .  

SFC systems can further assist in understanding and optimizing effects of the cell architecture 

such as the type of flow field [46]. Another critical loss mechanism is the introduction of 

contaminant species into the feed stream of the cell. For example, in AEMFCs the CO2 that is 

present in air significantly reduces the performance by impacting the conductivity of the alkaline 

electrolyte membrane. This process is expected to show a time and spatial dependency along the 

flow-field, similar to most of the reported PEMFC contamination processes. One critical 

contaminant for mobile PEMFC applications is CO, which was extensively studied using SFC 

systems [47-49].  

All this work indicates how useful the SFC diagnostic tool is for understanding the processes 

within a fuel cell that cannot be observed through single cell experiments. In this work the SFC 
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diagnostic is applied to an AEMFC system. The work employs a previously introduced novel 

perfluorinated anionic membrane [50, 51]. The AEM is synthesized from a perfluorinated sulfonyl 

fluoride ionomer precursor (EW 798) developed by 3M (USA). It is a copolymer of 

tetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) and a trifluoroethylene functionalized with a perfluorinated sulfonyl 

fluoride carbon chain. The trimethylammonium cation is tethered to the sulfonamide through a 

six-carbon alkyl spacer chain [51].  We present spatial experimental results that demonstrate the 

performance effects of hydration, fuel or oxidant starvation, CO2 poisoning, and degradation. For 

analysis, we compare the results to a modelling study that highlights the physics of the occurring 

processes. 

The employed SFC features 121 segments within a 50 cm2 active area [52], and is used to 

study the dependence of the spatial current distribution in an AEMFC on various operating 

conditions and the flow-field architecture. For PEMFCs, water is generated at the cathode whereas 

for the AEMFCs it is a reactant at the cathode as well as a product at the anode. Therefore water 

management is complicated and needs to be understood thoroughly for optimal performance [53].   

In summary, most of the studies on AEM that are available in the literature are focused on 

developing new membrane material, developing catalyst inks for higher performance and 

understanding the carbonation phenomenon [4, 53, 54].  This work employs for the first time a 

SFC diagnostic to study fundamental processes associated with AEMFCs with the intention to 

increase understanding of the effect of various operating conditions on the spatial current 

distribution and shed more light on MEA durability in AEMFC.  

2. Experimental 

2.1 AEM Materials: 

Perfluorinated anion exchange membrane was prepared in two thicknesses of 70 and 35 μm, 
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using PFAEM_CH3_C6 polymer synthesized from perfluorinated sulfonyl fluoride ionomer 

precursor (EW 798, 3M USA) as described previously [50, 51].  Powder of the same material were 

used as ionomer in the electrode.  

2.2 MEA fabrication: 

To create an electrode ink, the polymer from the previous section was ground to a fine powder 

in a mortar and pestle and mixed with 46% Pt on Vulcan® carbon (Alfa Aesar HiSPEC 4000) 

catalyst. A small amount of DI water (3 ml) was added to the catalyst mixture and ground for an 

additional 10 min to avoid aggregation of the particles. The slurry was transferred to a vial and 2-

propanol was added (to a total of 27 cm3) to the mortar to rinse the residue. The addition of 2-

propanol to the mortar was repeated 2–3 times to ensure that almost all of the ink slurry was 

collected. The final ink was tip sonicated for 10 seconds and then bath sonicated in an ice bath for 

20 min before it was hand-sprayed onto a 50 cm2 GDL (Toray® TGP-H-060) which contained a 

5% PTFE wet proofing. The Pt loading of these electrodes was 0.30-0.40 mg/cm2. For select 

straight channel flow-field experiments the 50 cm2 GDL was cut into 0.64 cm x 7.2 cm strips. The 

resulting electrodes were one segment row wide and slightly larger than the single-channel length. 

The Pt loading of these electrodes was 0.45-0.60 mg/cm2. 

2.3 Segmented Fuel Cell: 

NREL’s SFC consists of a cell hardware with a segmented cathode flow-field connected to a 

printed circuit board (PCB) current collector plate as shown in the schematic in figure 1Error! 

Reference source not found.. The PCB is further connected to a multi-channel electronic load 

system for application of current. This system is connected to a spatial data acquisition system 

(3M/Caltronics). And, fuel cell test station (Fuel Cell Technologies) is used for operating the cell 

hardware. The spatial data is visually and numerically presented by using in-house developed 
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software. The net active area of the cell is 50 cm2, which is divided into 121 segments (0.413 cm2 

each) in a 11x11 matrix. Visual representation of the hardware is presented by Osmieri et al. [55]. 

  

 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1: Schematic representation of segmented fuel cell hardware. 

The hardware supports 4-wire voltage sensing at each segment with identical current carrying 

trace lengths for all segments which enables homogeneous current distribution by design. Two 

different flow-fields were used in this study: (i) a straight channel flow-field with three flow 

channels per each segment width, and (ii) a 4-channel serpentine flow-field with 11 rows and bends 

outside of the active area. All channels were 1 mm wide and 0.83 mm deep. The cathode flow field 

consists of graphite flow channels and graphite segment squares on the back side separated by 

insulation for current conduction through the printed circuit board. Whereas, the anode flow-field 

is un-segmented and serpentine. The fuel cells are operated in a co-flow. The typical experiment 

of this study employed the straight channel flow-field. For this setup, three electrode strips were 

carefully aligned with three rows of the hardware. Adjacent flow channels and all other flow 

channels that were not used were blocked with regards to gas flow and gasketed off with PTFE 

In 

Out 
In 

Out 

Straight-channel 
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Segment 23-33 
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41 

81 
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gaskets. Additional experiments were performed on the entire 50 cm2 active area using the 

serpentine flow-field. 

2.4 MEA conditioning, assembly, and testing procedure: 

Prior to assembly the membrane and gas diffusion electrodes (GDEs) were ion exchanged in 

1M KOH over a period of 24 h at room temperature. The solution was exchanged 3 times in regular 

intervals. Subsequently, the materials were thoroughly rinsed with DI water. For cell construction, 

the membrane was assembled between two GDEs and secured in the SFC hardware. PTFE gaskets 

of a specific thickness were selected to reach a GDE compression of 20% when tightening the cell 

with a torque of 50-inch lbs. The temperature of the cell was kept at 60°C.  

Diagnostics: 

X-ray fluorescence spectroscopy (Fischer FISCHERSCOPE® X-RAY XDV®-SDD) was used 

to determine the Pt/C loading of the electrodes. WinFTM EDXRF software (version 6.35-S-PDM) 

was used to map the catalyst loading at all segment positions. Infrared spectroscopy of pre-tested 

and post-tested membrane segments was performed to observe chemical changes within the 

polymer over the course of the experiments using a Nicolet™ iN™10 Infrared Microscope. 

Samples were vacuum dried overnight before any IR characterization. 

2.5 Theoretical fuel cell model: 

The experimental studies were complimented by modeling studies to increase understanding 

of the investigated processes. The model used is a macrohomogeneous mathematical model 

combining a 2D cell model with a 1D down-the-channel model. This approach allows for modeling 

of down-channel and land-channel effects while avoiding the computational cost and complexity 

of a 3D model. This model, which employs an AEM sandwiched between two catalyst layers and 

gas diffusion layers has been previously published and validated for AEM fuel cells [56].  
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The model contains Darcy two-phase flow within the porous-transport, gas-diffusion, and 

catalyst layers, Stefan-Maxwell-Stefan multicomponent diffusion in the gas phase and coupled 

water-anion transport in the membrane and ionomer phase. Water is modeled as existing in three 

distinct phases: the gas and liquid phases within the CL and GDL, as well as an ionomer-bound 

phase existing within the CL and membrane. Gas-phase water transport occurs via convection 

(Darcy’s law) and diffusion (Stefan-Maxwell), liquid-phase water transport occurs via convection, 

and ionomer-bound water transport occurs via diffusion down its chemical potential gradient 

coupled with an electroosmotic drag flux due to the motion of hydroxide as described in previous 

work [56-58]. The various transport equations are coupled by source terms describing reaction 

kinetics and water phase changes, and an overall energy balance computes the temperature profile 

through the cell. For a complete listing of the model equations and properties used, see Tables S1-

S16 and Figure S1 in the Supplementary Information. 

The following boundary conditions were used. The temperature was set to 60°C at the 

GDL/land and GDL/channel boundaries for the anode and cathode, respectively. At the 

GDL/channel boundaries, the initial gas compositions were set to 100% H2 at the anode and air 

(21% O2, 79% N2) at the cathode. Relative humidity is specified in each figure and initial 

anode/cathode gas pressures of 130/130 kPa were used. No-flux boundary conditions are used at 

each CL/membrane interface for liquid and gas transport and electronic current. No-flux boundary 

conditions are also used at each CL/GDL interface for ionic current, and water bound to the 

membrane. The potential was set to the applied cell potential (0.5 V) at the cathode GDL/land 

boundary and to 0 V at the anode GDL/channel boundary. At each channel/GDL interface, a liquid 

flux boundary condition is set, as described in earlier work [56, 59],  which amounts to no liquid 

flux allowed unless the liquid pressure rises above a threshold value based on the gas pressure. 
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The dry gas inlet flow rates were chosen to match the stoichiometric flow rates of the relevant 

experiments: 2600 sccm (air) or 1000 (O2) on the cathode and 700 sccm (H2) on the anode, unless 

otherwise noted. 

The gas pressure at the GDL/channel boundary in each segment is adjusted as described in 

Table S15 (Supplemental Information) to account for pressure drop along the channel due to 

Poiseuille flow. Additionally, to account for enhanced mass transport at the regions near the bends 

in the serpentine flow field, a sinusoidally-varying term was added to the gas pressure to artificially 

raise the gas pressure near the bends and lower the gas pressure in the middle of the channel. This 

procedure approximates the changes in mass transport due to enhanced convection within the 

GDL, but neglects pressure changes associated with the curved flow path. 

The model comprised separate domains for each gas diffusion layer, each catalyst layer, and 

the membrane. The mesh comprised 10,000 rectangular domain elements and 700 boundary 

elements. The mesh density was increased within the CLs and membrane, and further increased at 

each CL/membrane interface. The model was solved using COMSOL Multiphysics® version 5.4. 

The channel stepping algorithm was implemented in MATLAB version R2013a. A MATLAB 

script executed the COMSOL model for the first channel segment, recorded the solution, updated 

the boundary conditions, and recomputed for the following segment, repeating until 121 channel 

segments had been computed. 

3. Results and Discussion  

Generally, this study can be separated into two high-level categories that investigate (i) the 

effects of key operating parameters and (ii) the chemical phenomena leading to loss in conductivity 

and thus performance. The key operating parameters all have their own subsection addressing inlet 

gas humidification levels, flow rate, and concentration. The two chemical phenomena, i.e., 
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hydroxide attack and carbonation are also described in their own subsections. Note that the typical 

performance measured in a standard 5 cm2 cell is higher than the performance presented here. This 

performance can reach as much as ~1.75 A/cm2 at 0.5 V (~1 W cm-2 peak power density) for H2/O2 

at 60°C and 85/85% RH [10]. The lower performance obtained for this particular work was 

associated with higher ohmic contact resistances that originated from the hardware assembly. It’s 

also possible that the ionomer to catalyst ratio as well as coating methodology needs to be 

optimized to get best porosity and electrochemical active area for the larger cell. Also, Mustain 

and co-workers have recently published that the dew points need to be optimized at each current 

density condition and operating the cell at fixed dew-points could be detrimental for the cell [60]. 

The discussion of the results therefore focuses on the qualitative trends of the experimental results 

which hold true, and not on the absolute experimental values. The spatial learnings from the lower 

performing MEAs are also applicable to an Anion exchange CO2 separation unit which will be 

discussed in detail in the carbonation section.  

3.1 Hydration effects on spatial current in a serpentine channel 

 

      

Figure 2: Current density maps of serpentine flow-field data collected at (a)100/100, (b) 95/95, (c) 

90/90, (d) 85/85, (e) 80/80%RH for anode/cathode compartment respectively. The cell temperature 

is 60 °C and operated in current control mode of 10A[stoichiometry-10(H2), 15(Air)] for 100, 95, 

and 90%RH; 2A [stoichiometry-50(H2), 75(Air)] for 85%RH, and 1.5A for 80%RH Note: The 

values of cell performance are in current density (A/cm2). Inlet of the serpentine flow channel is 

on top left and outlet is on the bottom right. The flow rates of H2 and Air are 700 sccm and 2600 

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) 100/100%RH 95/95%RH 90/90%RH 85/85%RH 80/80%RH 
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sccm respectively. The air used in this experiment has <3 ppm CO2. 

Figure 2 shows the current distribution of the cell for various humidification conditions 

ranging from 100/100 to 80/80% relative humidity (RH) at the anode/cathode, respectively. Figure 

3A shows the same performance data plotting the individual segment performance along the 

segment position of the flow field and the its respective baseline polarization curves are shown in 

figure S2A.  

 
  
Figure 3: Current density for a serpentine flow-field segmented cell (a) Current density vs segment 

position of the above data where: Black circles-100% RH, Dark blue squares- 95% RH, Light blue 

triangles- 90% RH, Green inverted triangles- 85% RH, Red diamonds- 80% RH. The voltage at 

each condition was in the range of 0.35 - 0.55V. (b) Comparison of segmented cell experimental 

performance (95%RH-blue circles) with modelling predicted performance across the serpentine 

flow-field due to sinusoidal pressure variation of 90-130 kPa (green), 80-130 kPa (red). 

The data in Figure 2 and 3A indicate a fluctuating performance decrease trend along the flow 

channel from the inlet segments toward the outlet segments for all humidification conditions. This 

decrease is due to accumulation of water in the downstream segments due to water generation 

upstream from the fuel cell reaction which acts as a mass-transport barrier for the gases to reach 
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the active sites. Overlaid onto this decrease are regular fluctuations of local performance. These 

are observed at the segments that are positioned at the edge of the flow field. A similar fluctuation 

of the edge segment performance has been reported in previous PEMFC work that utilized either 

the same [52] ,  or different SFC architectures [46].  The local performance increase at the edges 

and relatively lower at the center may be attributed to an increased pressure drop at the bends 

leading to an enhancement of the mass transport at this location. Figure 3B shows that the 1+2D 

computational model could confirm this pressure effect. By varying the gas pressure as a proxy 

for enhanced mass transport within a segment, the model qualitatively reproduces the observed 

fluctuations.  

As indicated by the data in Figure 2 and 3A, on the one hand, the inlet current density is the 

highest when the cell is operated at 90/90% RH which is attributed to effective evaporative 

convection in the inlet section [60].  However, the polarization curves in Figure S2A suggest that 

the performance is very identical for cell operated above 90/90% RH. The performance is inferior 

at lower current densities but shows higher limiting current density at 90/90% RH. The loss in 

performance at low current density is attributed to higher susceptibility of flooding downstream 

due to increased cell performance near the inlet which is shown in figure 3A and increased cell 

performance at high current density is due to appropriate balance of water consumed and reacted 

at the cathode and anode respectively. On the other hand, there is a significant drop in cell 

performance below 90/90% RH. Several causes may contribute to this performance drop: (a) water 

molecules become unavailable for the production of OH- ions at the cathode compartment [(60),  

(b) the water back-diffusion from the anode compartment is not effective enough to mitigate the 

net deficit of water at the cathode, and (c) the cathode is drying out leading to a loss in local ionic 

conductivity. The inherent hydroxide conductivity of the membrane at 95% RH is almost twice of 
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85% RH, which was determined in separate ex-situ conductivity experiment shown in Fig. S3A. 

Although the membrane still has some OH- conductivity at 85%RH, we see that the performance 

getting severely deteriorated (figure 2D-E & S2A) which is hypothesize to be due primarily to 

cathode dry out (discussed in 3.2). The dry out is due to consumption of H2O molecules, which 

directly affects the ionomer-to-ionomer particle network in the cathode layer. This network 

connectivity is a strong function of hydration and thus external humidification of the inlet gas. The 

operating window of humidification for the powder ground electrodes is very narrow which has 

also been previously reported by Mustain and co-workers [62].  They have also shown that the 

cause of this narrow window of operation is the excessive swelling of the ionomer in the anode 

catalyst layer which was confirmed by in-operando study [60].  

3.2 Hydration effects on spatial current in a straight channel cell: 

 

Figure 4: Current density at 0.5V for a straight-line flow-field segmented cell (a) Hydration 

variation on the cathode from 75% to 100%RH with, 100% RH at the anode. (b) Hydration 

variation on the anode from 75% to 100%RH with, 100%RH at the cathode. The fuel cell was 

operated at 60 °C with H2/Air (<3 ppm CO2) Where: Black circles-100%, Dark blue squares- 95%, 

Light blue triangles- 90%, Green inverted triangles- 85%, Orange diamonds- 80%, Red open 
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circles- 75%RH). Note: The flow rates of H2 and Air are 1000 sccm and 2500 sccm respectively. 

The data discussed in Figure 2 and 3 indicate that the bends of the serpentine flow-field impact 

the localized pressure at the segment, leading to performance fluctuations. Figure 4 shows 

representative data collected on a single segment strip using the straight channel flow-field design. 

The lack of bends in this architecture avoids pressure variation and disturbances of the gas flow 

and the length of the gas channel is reduced to the geometric width of the active area. Figure 4A 

shows the effect of varying the relative cathode humidity from 75% - 100% RH while keeping the 

anode humidity at 100%RH. The performance of the cell decreases downstream after segment 4 

at all humidity conditions; however, the performance decline is more severe at higher 

humidification. This is attributed to the accumulation of generated water downstream leading to 

mass transfer losses from flooding [33]. In an AEMFC, water management is crucial because in 

contrast to PEMFCs water is produced at the anode and consumed at the cathode [61, 62, 63].  In 

addition water is further depleted at the cathode due to electro-osmotic drag with the transport of 

hydroxyl ions through the membrane. Similar to the PEMFC performance losses that have been 

reported due to anode dry out [37],  our data indicates that AEMFC performance can be impacted 

significantly by cathode humidification. For our cell, a 90% RH cathode feed stream resulted in 

optimum performance, in agreement with the results from Omasta et al [62] .  The water balance 

within the cell is complicated with factors including water consumption at the cathode, water 

production at the anode competing with water flux across the membrane based on current density 

and associated electro-osmotic drag versus back-diffusion.  This water balance is not only an issue 

for hydration within the membrane electrode assembly but can lead to flooding in the electrodes 

and/or gas diffusion layers. 

Figure 4B shows a similar data set for varying the anode humidity while keeping the cathode 
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humidity constant. The results indicate that the cell is much less sensitive to the anode 

humidification. The variation of the cell performance with anode humidity is relatively small, 

specifically in a range of 80-90% RH. It appears that flooding reduces the performance above 90% 

anode humidification. At humidification below 80% RH a general loss of membrane conductivity 

may be responsible for the net performance loss. Once more the spatial variation of the 

performance begins downstream of segment 4. 

In summary, a fine line between dry-out at the cathode and flooding at the anode exists that 

needs to be met for optimizing cell performance. Uniform and maximum performance was only 

observed for the first four segments, indicating that local operating conditions rapidly change along 

the flow-field, i.e., in our case over a length of 2 cm. This strong spatial dependence may need to 

be mitigated for successful optimization of performance and development of industrial cell sizes. 

3.3 Effect of flow rate on cell performance: 

 Figure 5A shows the dependence of cell performance due to variation of the anode flow 

rate from 50 (stoichiometry~2.23 at 0.23 A/cm2) to 700 sccm (stoichiometry~27 at 0.28 A/cm2) at 

a fixed very high cathode flow rate of 2500 sccm CO2 free compressed air in an attempt to focus 

on anode effects by achieving nearly unchanging conditions within the cathode flow channel. 

Figure 5B shows similarly the cell performance dependence on the cathode flow which was varied 

over a range of 100 to 1500 sccm at a fixed very high anode flow of 1000 sccm. In both cases the 

cell was operated at 60°C and 95/95% RH. The sensitivity of cell performance with regards to 

anode flow rate was relatively minor for a stoichiometry range of 2.23 to 27. For example, when 

varying the anode flow rate, the segments show an increased performance at the maximum anode 

flow rate, particularly developed at the first four segments (~50 mA/cm2). At all other anode flow 

rates, the performance was similar throughout the cell. The data indicate that the sensitivity to the 
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anode stoichiometry is smaller than to other processes that govern performance such as the water 

management. When the cathode flow rate was varied, a small decrease in performance was 

observed when reducing the flow rate. For the conditions tested, the data indicate that the cell 

performance is more dependent on the cathode flow rate than the anode flow rate. When reducing 

the cathode flow from 2500 sccm, i.e., the fixed flow of Figure 5A, the overall performance of the 

cell dropped for example from maximum performances of >0.3A/cm2 to performance <0.2A/cm2. 

The current distribution of the cell changed as well, showing a much stronger decline from inlet to 

outlet along the flow-field.  
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Figure 5: (a) Flow rate variation on anode from 700 to 50 sccm with flow rate, 2500 sccm at the 

cathode. (b) Flow rate variation on cathode from 1500 to 100 sccm with flow rate, 1000 sccm at 

the anode. Fuel cell operated at 60 °C, H2/Air (< 3 ppm CO2), 95/95%RH at anode/cathode, 

constant voltage 0.5V. Note: Fig (a) Blue circles-700, Green squares- 500, Orange triangles- 300, 

and red inverted triangles- 50 sccm. Fig (b) Blue circles- 1500, Green squares- 1000, Orange 

triangles- 500, and red inverted triangles- 100 sccm. (c) Polarization curve of the overall cell 

voltage vs current density(A/cm2) at 100, 50, 25 and 5% H2 diluted with N2 (anode) and 100% O2  

(cathode). (d) Current distribution of cell performance at a constant voltage of 0.5V along the 

segments from inlet to outlet at 100 (stoichiometry 33 at 0.156 A/cm2), 50 (stoichiometry 24 at 

0.11 A/cm2), 25 (stoichiometry 16 at 0.08 A/cm2) and 5 % (stoichiometry 3.3 at 0.08 A/cm2) H2 

diluted with N2. (e) Polarization curve of the overall cell voltage vs current density(A/cm2) at 100% 

H2 (anode) and 100, 75, 50, 25 and 5% O2 diluted with N2 (cathode). (f) Current distribution of 

cell performance at a constant voltage of 0.5V along the segments from inlet to outlet at 100 

(stoichiometry 38 at 0.14 A/cm2), 75 (stoichiometry 36 at 0.11 A/cm2), 50 (stoichiometry 20 at 

0.13 A/cm2), 25 (stoichiometry 13 at 0.1 A/cm2) and 5 % (stoichiometry 5.5 at 0.05 A/cm2) O2 

diluted with N2. Note: Net inlet flow was kept constant at 1000 sccm for all fuel as well as oxidant 
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dilutions and the cell was operated at 60 °C with 95/95%RH in anode or cathode compartment. 

In summary, the data suggest that the cell performance of the operated strip cell is not very 

sensitive to the range of flow rates that were applied. Generally, the cell performance was more 

affected by the cathode flow rate than the anode flow rate. However, when using very high cathode 

flow rates, the performance significantly improved indicating that mass transport loss may dictate 

the performance of the cell [44]. 

3.4 Hydrogen and Oxygen concentration effects: 

Figure 5C and E show polarization curves of the segmented strip cell operated with a range of 

hydrogen or oxygen concentrations, respectively. Experiments were performed by diluting either 

the H2 or the O2 feed stream with N2, operating otherwise at 60°C, 95/95% RH, ambient/ambient 

pressures, and 1000/1000 sccm flows for anode/cathode, respectively. The data in Figure 5C 

indicate that by reducing the concentration of the hydrogen in the feed gas the performance of the 

cell is lowered. Generally, the performance drops by similar amounts for all diluted feed streams 

for current densities lower than 0.05 A/cm2. Above that threshold limiting currents become 

apparent first for 5% at 0.05 A/cm2, then for 25% H2 mixtures at about 0.1 A/cm2. Note that the 

stoichiometry, even at the highest dilution, was never reduced to below 1.5, which indicates that 

significant mass transport may occur to the active sites in the electrode. This process may be 

influenced by the architecture and morphology of the electrode, which in our case contained a 

ground polymer powder as ionomer. The data in Figure 5E shows a similar data set for lowering 

the oxygen concentration at the cathode. Above 25% O2, the performance impact is negligible. 

Below 25% O2 however, a performance impact becomes noticeable through an initial sharp decline 

of the current in the kinetic region followed by some recovery at current densities above 0.05 

A/cm2. The limiting current density for 25% (stoichiometry 8 at 0.17 A/cm2) and 5% 
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(stoichiometry 2.1 at 0.2 A/cm2) O2 in the feed stream is larger than 0.1 A/cm2 and thus higher than 

that of the same H2 concentrations (stoichiometry 14 at 0.09 A/cm2 and 2.7 at 0.098 A/cm2 each, 

Figure 5C). Although, stoichiometry value is similar to that of O2 in 5% case, the minimal effect 

on limiting current density is because each water produced needs twice moles of hydrogen 

compared to oxygen. The overall fuel cell performance was found to be more sensitive to the H2 

dilution as compared to O2 dilution due to over-potential losses on dilution and higher moles of H2 

consumed in the reaction.  

Figure 5D and F show the current distribution of the same measurements at a cell voltage of 

0.5 V. The data in Figure 5D at H2 concentrations above 25%, the cell performance of the four inlet 

segments is the highest, followed by a steady performance decline along the flow-field from inlet 

to outlet segments. At and below 25% H2 concentration the difference between the first four 

segments and the remainder of the cell becomes less distinct and a nearly uniform current 

distribution is observed with a slight drop near the outlet segments. Figure 5F shows the current 

distribution at different oxygen concentration. The performance decreases for all segments when 

decreasing the oxygen concentration of the feed stream, however, the general performance trends 

remain identical. For all oxygen concentrations, the performance decreases for the first four 

segments, then becomes constant for segments 5-8, before it increases slightly towards the outlet 

again.  

3.5 Spatial performance due to cell degradation: 
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Figure 6: (a) Current distribution at a constant voltage of 0.5 V collected over a period of 26 days 

for a cell operated at 60 °C, 100/100 %RH at anode/cathode using pure H2/O2. (b) Water content 

per cation across the MEA at segments 1 (red) and 11 (black). Solid lines use water transport 

coefficient values as reported previously [56],   and Table S13; dashed lines reduce the liquid- and 

vapor-equilibrated water transport coefficients by a factor of 10 relative to the values reported 

previously [56],  and Table S13. Note: The flow rates of H2 and O2 are 1000 sccm respectively. 

Figure 6A shows the progression of the spatial current density distribution of the cell over 

a period of 26 days of operation. While the performance of the upstream segments significantly 

decreases, performance of the downstream segments remains much more constant. For example, 

the performance of segment 1 decreases from 0.275 A/cm2 to 0.025 A/cm2 over the course of the 

26 days, whereas that of segment 11 decreases only from 0.094 A/cm2 to 0.064 A/cm2. The 

performance change is so dramatic, that the downward performance trend along the flow-field 

transforms into an upward trend after 22 days of cell operation.  

The observed changes may be attributed to either changes in the membrane chemical 

properties or in the electrode itself. Due to limitations on electrode diagnostics, we have studied 

only the membrane in this particular study and we plan to do more work on electrode diagnostics 
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in the future. However, it must be noted that Lafforgue et al. provides physical and chemical 

evidence that Pt-based nanocatalysts catalyze the electrochemical corrosion of the carbon support 

[64]. They have reported that this caused by oxidation of oxygen-containing surface groups of the 

carbon support upon adsorption of hydroxyl groups on the Pt-based surface. A significantly 

stronger degradation of the membrane is observed at the inlet section than at the outlet section. 

The inlet section has the highest performance at the beginning of life, which means it also has the 

highest current which equates to the highest water consumption and production rates on the 

cathode and anode, respectively. The local water balance would be expected to impact the 

degradation.  The higher current density in the inlet section would result in more water 

consumption/production and increased probability of flooded or dehydrated conditions.  This 

observation is supported by our modeling results. Figure 6B shows calculations of the water 

content per cation across the MEA. Solid lines employ values for operation at a higher current 

density, while dashed lines represent values for a lower current density for both the inlet (red) and 

the outlet (black) segments. The calculation results show that the higher current density in the inlet 

section results in lower water content at the cathode than in the outlet section. This effect can be 

further accelerated when the water transport within the membrane decreases due to degradation 

that occurs over prolonged operation. This dry out effect can promote OH- ion attack on cationic 

head groups primarily in the ionomer of the cathode and may thus be contributing to the observed 

degradation at the inlet [65].  

After 26 days of operation the chemical bond identities of the membrane was characterized 

with FTIR. Studying FTIR on the electrode was very difficult due to limited contrast between the 

polymer chemical bonds and catalyst resulting from intense Pt & C features, however, it is possible 

to study the membrane pre and post operation. Hence, we show the results for the inlet and outlet 
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sections of the membrane in the device as well as a pristine membrane sample in Figure 7.  

 

Figure 7: Fourier transform infra-red (FTIR) scan of pre-fuel cell test, post-fuel cell inlet and outlet 

segment samples. Note: δs(H-O-H) - water bending, δs(H-C-H)- scissoring of methyl group on 

quaternary ammonium, ω(H-C-H) - wagging of methyl group on spacer chain and - va(F-C-F) - 

asymmetric stretching of CF2 groups in polymer backbone. 

The FTIR peaks of this polymer have been characterized in our previous work,(51)  and are 

utilized here for the analysis. We noticed that the ds(H-O-H) peak at 1650 cm-1, which corresponds 

to the structure of bound water, has a reduced intensity, and the small peak at 1580 cm-1 becomes 

more pronounced. It is also noticeable that the δs(H-C-H) on the quaternary ammonium cation 

(1465 cm-1) and ω(H-C-H) on the alkyl spacer chain (1380 cm-1) have different intensity for the 

inlet and the outlet segments. In addition, the scissoring δs(H-C-H) peak (1465 cm-1) of the pre-

tested membrane sample and the post-tested outlet segment sample overlaps. The data indicate that 

the quaternary ammonium cation has similar chemical structure before and after fuel cell test for 

the outlet segment, but not for the inlet segment. Apparently, the degradation is less prevalent near 

the outlet, which is also supported by the va(F-C-F) peaks (1150 cm-1) that represent the polymer’s 

backbone. The va(F-C-F) peaks for the outlet region also remain unchanged with respect to the 

pristine materials, while that for the inlet is significantly different in intensity. The change in 

δs(H-O-H) 
δs(H-C-H) 

ω(H-C-H) 

va(F-C-F) 
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backbone peak in the inlet section may also be due to radical attack which was recently reported 

by Wierzbicki et al [66]. In summary, the data implies that the degradation of the applied AEM 

polymer is strongly governed by local operating conditions and that degradation rates can vary 

significantly within the cell.  

3.6 Carbonation effect on spatial cell performance: 

The presence of CO2 in the cathode feed stream is highly detrimental to AEM fuel cell 

performance [1].  This is assigned to the hydroxide charge carrier reacting with the carbon dioxide 

to form carbonate/bicarbonate ions when ambient air is used as an oxidant [10]. The reaction 

rapidly affects the ionic conductivity and micro-structure of the membrane [67]. Very recently, it 

was shown that the ionic conductivity plays a major role in CO2 related performance loss, whereas 

polymer crystallinity plays a minor role [68]. Our previously published ex-situ analysis shows that 

the effect of carbonation is relatively slower at higher hydration levels [10].  Additionally, Mustain 

and co-workers have shown in-situ comparison of carbonation at different humidity conditions and 

further optimized the hydration levels in the cell [63]. The reaction is reversible. CO2 can be purged 

from the membrane at high current density due to a self-purging phenomenon described in the 

literature [69]. The following electrochemical/chemical reactions occurring with CO2 introduction 

have been suggested [54].  

Cathode reactions: 

O2 + 2H2O + 4e- à 4OH-                                                                    (1) 

O2 + 2CO2 + 4e- à 2CO32-                                                                                                    (2) 

OH- + CO2 à HCO3-                            (3) 

HCO3- + OH- à CO3 2-                 (4) 

Anode reactions: 
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2H2 + 4OH- à 4H2O + 4 e-                                                                                        (5) 

2H2 + 2CO32- à 2H2O + 2CO2 + 4e-                                    (6) 

2H2 + 4HCO3- à 4H2O + 4CO2 + 4e-                                                              (7) 

These reactions (Equation 1-7) occur simultaneously and they add a significant level of 

complexity to the AEMFC system. The impact of these complicated reactions and their effects 

have been studied extensively by Mustain and co-workers [70].  It was previously hypothesized 

that self-purging by operating the cell at higher current density will ensure that the CO2 will have 

minimal effect on cell performance. They conclude that this holds true only when CO2 in the inlet 

air stream is below 5 ppm level.  

Very recently, Mustain’s group as well as Yan’s group have introduced a novel concept of 

utilizing anion exchange CO2 separation device which can strip 400 ppm CO2 from the air down 

to tolerable single digit levels before entering the main AEMFC which is meant to run for longer 

duration [71, 72]. On the one hand, Yan and co-workers showed that the flow-field design has 

significant effect on the amount of CO2 that gets stripped from the air stream. On the other hand, 

Mustain and co-workers used a 2 stage 25 cm2 triple pass serpentine flow-field to strip CO2 

concentrations down to below 5 ppm. For the technology to commercialize, both research groups 

are suggesting that cell engineering is needed to further optimize the design. Therefore, studying 

the spatial current distribution of a larger cell area exposed to ambient air containing CO2 becomes 

very important.  
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Figure 8: Current distribution over time (a) 0, (b) 1, (c) 2.5, (d) 5, (e) 7.5 & (f) 10 minutes in a 

serpentine flow-field segmented fuel cell switched to 400ppm CO2 containing air at a constant 

voltage of 0.5V at 60 °C, 95/95 %RH at anode/cathode from H2/Air (<3 ppm CO2). Note: The flow 

rates of H2 and Air (400 ppm CO2) are 700 sccm and 2600 sccm throughout the experiment of CO2 

containing air exposure. 

Figure 8A-F show performance data of each of the 121 segments over the first 10 minutes 

of operation with air containing 400 ppm CO2 in the feed stream of the cathode. The cell was 

initially operated using H2/Air with less than 3 ppm CO2 in the feed stream. At time = 0 min, 400 

ppm CO2 was introduced with the air stream into the cell. Subsequently, the performance of the 

cell rapidly decreased and after about 7.5 minutes the cell could not produce measurable current.  

In the absence of CO2, i.e., t = 0, Figure 8A, the performance fluctuates strongly in the first 

quarter of the flow-field and then declines towards the outlet. After one minute of CO2 introduction 
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(Figure 8B), the overall current density was significantly reduced compared to the t0 = 0 case. The 

current density still follows the same general trend, i.e. a strong fluctuation over the first third or 

more of the flow-field followed by a decrease towards the outlet. Beyond 1 min of operation after 

CO2 introduction, the spatial current density profile shows a steady decrease of performance along 

the flow-field and a dramatic loss in the overall cell performance.  

 

Figure 9: Current density vs time for segment 1, 41, 81 & 121 when the serpentine flow-field 

segmented cell is (a) exposed to 400 ppm CO2 containing air from < 3 ppm CO2 air, (b) exposed 

to <3 ppm CO2 air from fully 400 ppm CO2 containing air equilibrated cell. 

Figure 9 shows time resolved data sets for the individual segments 1, 41, 81, and 121 during 

CO2 exposure (Figure 9A) and recovery (Figure 9B). While in the first 2 minutes similar 

degradation rates were initially observed for the entire cell, subsequent segment degradation 

slowed with respect to the segment position in the cell. As shown in Figure 8C, beyond 2.5 min 

after CO2 introduction, the spatial current distribution changed and began to steadily decrease 

along the flow-field. Before 2.5 min, the inlet segments that are exposed to the incoming CO2 tend 

to absorb and self-purge relatively more than the downstream segments. This creates a deficit of 

CO2 in the immediate adjacent segments along the flow-channel. This causes an apparent rise in 
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the performance towards the middle segments, which is not evident after 2.5 mins possibly due to 

CO2 saturation in the upstream segments. The data in Figure 9A indicates that with continuing CO2 

exposure the segments closer to the outlet degraded toward zero performance faster than those 

closer to the inlet. At t0 the downstream segments 81 and 121 have lower performance than the 

upstream segments 1 and 41. This suggests that the rate of OH- production is lower towards the 

outlet before CO2 is introduced to the feed stream. With exposure to CO2, the reaction of OH- ions 

with CO2 at the cathode catalyst layer leads to carbonate formation and transport to the anode. The 

rate of release of CO2 from carbonate at the anode is dependent on the current density and occurs 

faster where the current is highest.  However, the CO2 in the anode also has the ability to reach 

higher concentrations downstream and also slowing the effective rate of release in downstream 

segments. 

 

Figure 10: (a) Current, voltage, and CO2 anode exhaust ppm vs time of a fully air equilibrated cell 

at 60 °C, 95/95% RH at anode/cathode from H2/ Air (400 ppm CO2). (b) Spatial current profile of 

cell held at 0.6 (black circles), 0.5 (blue squares), 0.3 (green triangles), and 0.1 (red inverted 

triangles) V.  

After the cell was equilibrated in 400 ppm CO2, the cell was held at different voltages to study 
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the spatial current distribution as well as the CO2 which gets purged from the anode was monitored 

in the exhaust stream. The data of voltage, CO2 exhaust ppm, current density vs time is shown in 

figure 10A. The data shows that the overall performance of the cell is negligible > 0.5V, below 0.5 

V, the cell performance increases and simultaneously CO2 is observed to be purged from the anode 

exhaust. For voltage < 0.3, the performance suffers due to excessive flooding in the downstream 

segments which is evident from spatial current data in figure 10B. Interestingly, the CO2 ppm in 

the exhaust also reduces at lower voltages. The spatial current data in figure 10B indicate that the 

cell performance is disproportionately higher in the inlet segment due to flooding in the 

downstream segments. This may cause unequal degradation over prolonged operation of the cell 

as shown in figure 6. Therefore, it is recommended to operate the cell at lower current density to 

avoid flooding and also to optimize the amount of CO2 purged through the anode for the 

application of anion exchange membrane CO2 separation device.  

Later, the performance recovery of the cell was induced by switching the oxidant feedback to 

< 3 ppm CO2 air with the intention to decarbonate the cell. Figure 9B shows recovery data of the 

previously discussed 4 segments over time, and Figure 11 shows current density distribution snap 

shots over a period of 13 h. The data indicate that the decarbonation leads to a decreasing current 

distribution profile along the flow-field, likely due to upstream segments decarbonating first. Even 

after 13 h of cell recovery in < 3 ppm CO2 air (Figure 11F), the cell did not completely retrieve its 

original performance (Figure 8A). One effective recovery strategy is to operate the cell with a pure 

O2 feed stream over a period of time. As discussed above, another recovery strategy is to release 

CO2 through a self-purging process, i.e., operation in pure air without CO2. We have discussed in 

previous work that this process is more effective at lower voltages. The results of that study further 

suggest that the ionic conductivity of a carbonated sample is almost completely recovered after 
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48 h of exposure to CO2 free conditions [10].  

 

Figure 11: Current distribution over time (a) 0, (b) 25, (c) 75, (d) 100, (e) 170 & (f) 780 minutes 

in a serpentine flow-field segmented fuel cell switched to <3 ppm CO2 containing air at a constant 

voltage of 0.5V at 60 °C, 95/95 %RH at anode/cathode from H2/Air (400 ppm CO2) at time 0 min. 

Note: The flow rates of H2 and Air (<3 ppm CO2) are 700 and 2600 sccm respectively. 

The overpotential losses due to CO2 inclusion are primarily due to kinetic deactivation of the 

anode catalyst layer [56].  High current density, low cell potential operation has been shown to be 

important for purging of the carbon-dioxide from the AEMFC system [9, 73]. However,  Zheng et 

al. has shown that CO2 concentrations as low as 5 ppm can be detrimental to the cell performance 

and also self-purging by itself cannot be relied to decarbonate the cell completely [70]. However, 

optimizing the cell operating conditions and designing better flow-fields will enable this 

technology to be used as a sacrificial fuel cell to separate CO2 from the air stream prior to feeding 
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it to the main fuel cell for power generation. 

4. Conclusions: 

 A SFC hardware was used to shed light on two high-level phenomena: 1. The effect of key 

operating conditions such as hydration, flow rate, and concentration, and 2. the loss in cell 

performance due to OH- attack and carbonation observed in a perfluorinated anion exchange 

membrane fuel cell. The fuel cell was tested using two kinds of flow-field architectures: serpentine 

and straight channel. The straight channel cell study eliminates the non-uniformity of current 

distribution observed in the edge segments and in-plane shortcut flows through the GDL.  

From hydration experiments, the decline in the cell performance occurs due to anode flooding 

or cathode drying. The latter is the more severe case because the cathode experiences a deficit in 

the water supply due to its consumption of water in the oxygen reduction reaction and the electro-

osmotic drag of H2O molecules from the cathode to the anode compartment. Modeling results 

suggest that the non-uniformities in current distribution observed in the serpentine case can be 

attributed to periodic changes in mass transport due to the flow-field structure. Any anode drying 

doesn’t affect the performance as much because H2O molecules are produced at the anode and 

additionally the electro-osmotic drag transports them from the cathode to the anode compartment.  

The reduction in the flow rate of inlet gas affects the cell performance minimally for both 

anode as well as the cathode compartment. The discrepancy in the cell performance is visible when 

the feed gas is diluted with the N2 stream which mainly affects the mass-transfer (high current 

density operation) region of anode/cathode dilution experiments. Limiting current density is 

observed at lower dilutions of 25 and 5% H2/O2 but the cell performance is more sensitive to anode 

dilution. The spatial current density profile indicates that the cell performance distribution gets 

severely affected at the inlet segments (first four segments) due to anode feed dilution whereas a 
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uniform decrease is observed throughout the flow-channel due to cathode feed dilution.  

The cell degrades over the time of 26 days with significant performance losses in the inlet 

section and a minimal loss in the outlet section which suggests that the cell degradation is slower 

in the downstream segments possibly due to lower current densities and better hydration which 

limit chemical degradation. FTIR analysis before and after the fuel cell test shows a difference in 

the intensity of chemical peaks with respect to segment position. This confirms that there is a 

change in the bound water, quaternary ammonium on the side chain, and the polymer backbone 

near the outlet segments due to the difference in the δs(H-O-H) bend, δs(H-C-H) scissoring, ω(H-

C-H) wagging and the va(F-C-F) asymmetric stretch. Furthermore, modeling results also show 

higher dryout on the cathode due to high current operation at the inlet segments. This gets more 

pronounced due to reduced water transport over prolonged operation and hence contribute to 

observed degradation near the cell inlet. 

On introduction of CO2, the carbonation of the OH- charge carrier in the AEM leads to a loss 

in cell performance within 7.5 minutes. The inlet segments take a longer time to show performance 

loss compared to outlet segments. After air equilibration, the voltage hold indicates that the cell 

performance suffers below 0.3V, which causes lowering of the CO2 purge in the anode exhaust and 

also may cause disproportionate degradation over prolonged operation in the active area. The 

performance recovery due to decarbonation process occurs at a uniform but slower rate throughout 

the cell. However, the performance never completely recovered to pre-CO2 exposure levels for the 

conditions tested which was attributed to insufficient current density to decarbonate the cell. 

Much future work remains to be done such as the investigation of co- and counter flow 

configuration, effect of temperature gradients, water balances, ex-situ SEM/TEM diagnostics, or 

changes in ECSA and expanding the work to AEM electrolyzers [74,75]. Water slugs could also 
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exist in the flow fields at higher humidification and lower flow rates resulting in transient spikes 

in performance, that should be a focus of future study.  
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